The Aims of Frauen in Bewegung
A few physical archives in Europe have been providing material on the history of women's movements for quite some time now, among them the International Information Centre and Archives for the Women's Movements in Amsterdam, the Archive of the German Women's Movement in Kassel, and the Archive for the History of the Swiss Women's Movement (Gosteli-Foundation) in Worblaufen. Frauen in Bewegung responded to the current lack of a comparable institution in Austria by se ing up an online documentation and digital collection. The project aimed at providing a comprehensive overview of the Austrian women's movement in the period 1918 to 1938 on news and miscellanea aspasia Volume 3, 2009: 284-288 doi:10.3167/asp.2009.030116 the web. Files or holdings sca ered over a number of libraries, collections and archives in Austria are now concentrated virtually in one site to constitute a comprehensive centre for documentation and reference. Relevant material was evaluated, fi led and made accessible online. The online documentation and digital collection of the history of women's movements is displayed through texts, pictures and digitalisations. The exposure of sometimes lesser-known documents of women's history might inspire further research on the history of women's movements.
The Structure of Frauen in Bewegung
The web presentation consists of two major fi elds: the documentation of historical data and the online presentation of digitalised sources. The structure of the online documentation follows and refl ects central topics of the historiography on women's movements by indicating individuals, women's associations/organisations and women's journals. The online documentation evaluates and records biographical details of individuals, including all variations of their names, diff erent information on life data, professions and activities as well as functions and memberships in women's organisations. As far as relevant information could be discovered, a biography for each person was included. Careful a ention to such details enables the site to show the dense network of relations and interconnections among protagonists and associations on a national and sometimes transnational level. Networks are visualised through links between persons, as well as between persons and associations. Moreover, for individual persons one can also fi nd references to primary literature, secondary literature, images and links or references to archival material. The documentation of women's associations/organisations is arranged in a similar way. Data and information about some three hundred individuals and organisations are exhibited.
The webpage presents inventory descriptions of the history of women's movements located in relevant holdings in collections, libraries and archives all over Austria. In rare cases complete archival holdings exist, which were documented. Otherwise, we located and recorded fi les about the foundation, by-laws, names of board members, anniversaries and so on, giving evidence of the existence and activities of various organisations.
The documents that are digitalised and published online in a full text version include statutes, women's journals, periodicals (annual reports or proceedings of women's organisations, anniversary publications etc.) as well as photographs and postersall connected to the history of Austrian women's movements. For historical women's journals, content indexes of the articles have been included as well. The digitalisation of documents is restricted by copyright law. This means that digitalisation was limited to the holdings of the Austrian National Library. Copyright law also guarantees the protection of works for a period of seventy years a er the death of the author and therefore prevented the publication of a number of quite relevant works and authors. Further criteria for digitalisation were a poor physical state of the documents, as well as damage from use as a result of frequent access. For reasons of conservation and long-term archiving, as soon as documents are digitalised the physical documents may not be retrieved any more and are inaccessible to library users.
Conceptualising Nation and Religion
Geographically the project is limited to the territory of the Republic of Austria. The criterion for selection of individuals was not Austrian citizenship, but at least a period of residence in Austria during the years 1918 to 1938. The selection criterion for associations/organisations was the location of the registered offi ce on the territory of the Republic of Austria. We tried to identify all ethnic minorities, although ethnic and national belonging was not a selection criterion, but we were able to trace and include only organisations publishing in German. For the large Czech minority of Vienna no documents or information on corresponding women's associations could be detected so far. The same applies to the Austrian provinces of Styria and Carinthia, where in the registers of associations of the province archives no Slovene women's associations could be discovered.
We included all religious denominations in our investigation -Catholic, Old Catholic, Jewish, Protestant and Islamic -but were able to locate only Catholic, Old Catholic, Jewish and Protestant women's associations. According to the further selection criteria of either promoting women's interests towards emancipation or self-identifying with the term 'women's movement', only Jewish and Catholic women's associations were fi nally integrated in the documentation.
Challenges of Interdisciplinarity
Scholars o en call for interdisciplinarity in such projects, but it is a goal sometimes diffi cult to achieve. To illustrate the challenges to the interdisciplinarity of Frauen in Bewegung, we have chosen one concrete example, focusing on the term 'women's movement' and the diffi culties and diff erences in using it.
We sought to construct an interdisciplinary project by bringing together two approaches: documentation sciences and historiography. Numerous historical studies deal with the history of women's movements and thereby seem to document their existence pre y well. But within these studies the term 'women's movement' itself is rarely questioned. What actually is meant by women's movements and what exactly is designated by this notion o en remains vague. For our project, this general problem of women's movements historiography was intensifi ed by the fact that no agreement seems to exist on the very existence of an Austrian women's movement in the interwar period at all. Historiography can successfully get around a clear notion of the term 'women's movement' or can start analysis by questioning this term.
2 But a digital collection and online documentation needs concrete criteria and at least a preliminary defi nition that its work would be based on. Therefore, se ing up content standards for the documentation was a central concern of the project. Because transparency of the criteria for inclusion and exclusion was seen as crucially important, the working procedures were wri en down and placed online.
The selection criteria for entry into the digital collection and online documentation were conceptualised rather extensively. Included are: individuals or associations/organisations promoting women's interests in an emancipatory way -with claims for equal rights, references to experiences of injustice on the basis of gender, etc. This encompasses individuals and women's organisations that: (a) articulated common interests -not only, but of course also, of women -publicly; (b) sought to acquire new spaces for women (e.g., occupational fi elds to which women were denied access before); and (c) worked to improve the status and position of women in many respects including in artistic, literary or architectural regards. Furthermore, we included individuals, associations/organisations and publications that self-identifi ed with the term 'women's movement'. This means also women's party organisations or religious women's associations.
We drew a line at including individuals, organisations and publications that were pan-German or National Socialist from their founding. Although there is a current tendency to coin a so-called 'völkisch-nationaler Feminismus', which could at best inadequately be translated as 'nationalist feminism', we did not consider these activities to possess emancipatory potential. Nevertheless, we did include those that shi ed political and personal positioning, according to the criteria outlined above. To give an example: in 1906 the Vereinigung arbeitender Frauen in Graz (Association of Working Women in Graz) was founded as member of a women's umbrella organisation. According to the by-laws, this association engaged in women's education and representing the interests of working women. At the general assembly in 1913, the decision was taken to change the name of the association to Allgemeiner Deutscher Frauenverein in Graz (General German Women's Association in Graz). At the same time the statute was reformulated, including some minor changes in content. Another change was implemented when, in 1922, the association was again reorganised and renamed Deutscher Frauenbund Graz (German League of Women in Graz). Following the new by-laws, only 'German women of Aryan provenance' were allowed to become members.
3 This way, the process of an originally liberal women's association changing into a racist one could be recorded.
Prospects
The online project emerged from a preliminary project elaborated by Ariadne, which investigated the history of women's movements prior to the dissolution of the AustroHungarian Monarchy. 4 Together with this preliminary project, Frauen in Bewegung creates a central web portal for documentation and digital fi ling, as well as a source of information on the history of women's movements in Austria and, with some restrictions, for the Habsburg Monarchy. Since the database was only developed for the period 1918 to 1938, both parts cannot be made available in a common web presentation (yet) and for now constitute two separate areas. Certainly a consolidation of both project periods into one single database would be desirable. Whether this can be carried out it is not possible to state at present. A major further goal would be the evaluation and integration of non-German-speaking women's movements of the Habsburg Monarchy, covering their activists, associations and publications, and including them into Frauen in Bewegung. Although it has become apparent that there are further possibilities of expanding and deepening the project, at the moment no continuation is planned.
